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Sports build character? 

Sports do not build character. They reveal it. 

-- Heywood Hale Broun (or John Wooden?)



A continuum of character?



Character Dilemmas…
• If a team needs a time out or a break, is it proper for a coach to instruct a 

player to fake an injury?
• Is it ok for a soccer goalie to deliberately violate the rules by moving forward 

three steps off the line when trying to save a penalty kick if the referee does 
not notice?

• Your star player is concussed in a state championship game. Would you rather 
lose as he/she sits out or win because he/she keeps playing?

• What percentage of youth players would lie about having a concussion to not 
have to sit out? 

• What percentage of youth players would take a drug that would assure them 
of a spot on a national team if they were guaranteed to not be caught?

• What percentage of youth players would take a drug that guaranteed winning 
a World Cup, but would also kill them within five years?

• When athletes, particularly at the youth level, cheat to win or take dangerous 
risks (eg, playing through injuries) which is the more important root cause?
– A lack of individual character
– Problems with the social context of youth sports (including coaches, parents, etc.)



What is ‘character’ anyways?
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What is ‘character’ anyways?

Social Character?

Moral Character?



What if ‘character’ is taken to mean “life skills” 
(which in other areas of social science are often 

referred to ‘non-cognitive skills’)?



What happens if ‘character’ is 
measured as moral reasoning?



Trends in Moral Reasoning and Social Reasoning: 
Implications for Future Leaders in Sport 
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What is moral reasoning? 
Moral Reasoning, as defined,  is a systematic process of evaluating personal values and developing a consistent and 
impartial set of moral principles to live by  (Lumpkin, Stoll, & Beller, 1995).  Moral reasoning is imperative to accomplish 
is a philosophic process based on the laws and customs of philosophic reasoning. Moral reasoning is not ideology, or 
theology, or some mystical practice of making people become good.  Rather moral reasoning is based on the 
assumption that as reasoning individuals, each of us can, through self-examination, cognitive dissonance, and a specific 
methodology, grow cognitively about our moral decision making process.  Moral reasoning does not promise behavioral 
change, but it does promise individual soul searching and reflection on personal beliefs, values, and principles.  Without 
this process, dissonance is impossible and cognitive moral growth will not increase.

Moral Reasoning in Athlete Populations a 20 Year Review
We have been studying moral reasoning and moral education intervention programs in athletic populations for 20 
years.  Below find what we know about the process of moral reasoning and moral development.
1.  Athlete populations score significantly lower on moral reasoning inventories than do non-athlete populations.
2.  Male revenue producing sport athletes score significantly lower than non-revenue producing sport athletes do.
3.  Females score significantly higher than males, either revenue producing or non-revenue producing.
4.  Female scores are dropping and we predict they will converge with the men’s scores if no intervention takes place.
5.  Longitudinal studies of discrete competitive populations drop over a four-year period whether high school or 
college. 
6.  Moral reasoning scores of non-intervened athletic populations are decreasing at significant rates.
7.  The longer one is in athletics, the more affected is one’s moral reasoning.  
8.  Intervention programs can have a positive effect on moral reasoning.
9.  Effective intervention programs have a long-term effect on moral reasoning.
10.  Moral reasoning is one facet of a highly complex process of moral development.





Based on the responses of 5,275 high school athletes to a written survey  
administered in 2005 and 2006. ..

Cheating in school?
“High school students involved in sports cheat in school at a higher rate 
than their nonsport classmates. Nearly two-thirds (65%) of the boys and 
girls participating in sports cheated on an exam  in the past year in 
comparison to 60% of the total high school population (based on a 2006 
Josephson Institute survey of 35,000 students).”

Theft?
“Athletes are less likely than non-sports students to engage in theft – still, 
more than one in four male athletes (27%) admitted stealing from a store 
in the past 12 months compared with 32% of boys not involved in sports.”

Gender differences?
“On virtually every question girl athletes expressed a deeper commitment 

to honesty and fair play and were much less likely to endorse cheating or 
other questionable practices in the pursuit of victory.”



YES NO

If a team needs a time out or a break, is it proper for a coach to instruct a 

player to fake an injury?

Is it ok for a soccer goalie to deliberately violate the rules by moving 

forward three steps off the line when trying to save a penalty kick if the 

referee does not notice?



YES NO

If a team needs a time out or a break, is it proper for a coach to 

instruct a player to fake an injury?

37% (of boys)

20% (of girls)

Is it ok for a soccer goalie to deliberately violate the rules by moving 

forward three steps off the line when trying to save a penalty kick if 

the referee does not notice?

28% (of boys)

14% (of girls)



Why might competitive athletes be 
less moral on average?

“Game reasoning” (?)

“The sport ethic” (?)



“The Sport Ethic” (Social Character?)
You have to make sacrifices for The 

Game
Swifter, higher, stronger
do not give in to pressure, pain, or fear

Do not give in to pressure, pain, or 
fear

Accept no limits in the pursuit of 
possibilities.



http://espn.go.com/nfl/story/_/id/8316638/anonymous-nfl-players-share-secrets-player-safety-concussions-scandals-espn-magazine



“Would you take a 
drug that guaranteed 
you a gold medal, 
but would also kill 
you within five 
years?”



1997 survey of elite US 
athletes asked whether 
they would take an illegal 
drug that guaranteed an 
Olympic gold medal.

195 of 198 athletes would take 
illegal drug if assured of not 
being caught

50% would take illegal drug 
even if side effects were 
lethal in 5 years

(compared to ~0.8% of the 
general population)



“Positive Deviance” or 
“Sport Deviance”

“much deviance among athletes involves excessive overconformity to 
the norms and values embodied in sport itself. When athletes use 
the ‘sport ethic’ – which emphasizes sacrifice for The Game, 
seeking distinction, taking risks, and challenging limits-as an 
exclusive guide for their behavior, sport and sport participation 
become especially vulnerable to corruption. Although the sport 
ethic emphasizes positive norms, the ethic itself becomes the 
vehicle for transforming behaviors that conform to these positive 
norms into deviant behaviors that are prohibited and negatively 
sanctioned within society and within sport organizations 
themselves.” (Hughes & Coakley, 1991)

*Character depends upon the ‘wisdom’, ‘courage’, and ‘moderation’ 
necessary to know when ‘the sport ethic’ does not apply



When athletes, particularly at the youth level, cheat to win or take 
dangerous risks (eg, playing through injuries) which is the more 
important root cause?

• A lack of individual character

• Problems with the social context of youth sports (including coaches, 
parents, etc.)

How much time do you spend with your teams and programs 
addressing character at the individual level vs. addressing the social 
context of your team / program (in ways that might be conducive to 
character)? Any good examples of what has worked?





Building Character at the Individual Level?

For sports to build ‘social character’ (and ‘life 
skills’) that applies outside of sport settings:

1) Character and life skills should be an explicit 
point of emphasis within the sports context 
(not just an assumed side-benefit);

2) Character and life skills associated with sports 
settings should transfer in clear and 
intentional ways outside of sports settings (ie, 
in the workplace, home, school, etc.)



“At its core, sport is an odd 
blending of play and work, of 
intrinsic and extrinsic motivations, 
of ‘it’s just a game’, and ‘life’s a 
game’. Under these conflicting 
tensions and pulls, it is not 
surprising that a moral leniency 
that is legitimated, in part, by the 
playful, nonserious nature of sport 
is stretched beyond its appropriate 
bounds. One can hide seriousness 
under the cloak of play. The 
egocentrism of the game provides 
an easy rationalization of all 
manner of egocentric moral 
distortion.”

-- David Shields

Building Character 
at the Community Level?



Building Character 
at the Community Level?

Make teams ‘communities of character’ by:
1) Building a sense of community through democratic 

leadership.
2) Developing a mastery-oriented environment focused 

on ‘true competition’.
[3]  Create a team culture  (from the top-down) and the 

bottom-up) where character is the priority.



So, can soccer build character?

Maybe…

“Becoming a star athlete requires a profound 
and long—term self-absorption, a single-
minded attention to the development of a few 
rather odd physical skills, and an overarching 
competitive outlook. These qualities may well 
make a great athlete, but they don’t 
necessarily make a great person.” (Eitzen, p. 
79 quoting from Matthew Goodman)


